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Ladies and Gentlemen, Spring has sprung! And this means good, good things for the flyfishing in
our great state. From the bass, bluegill and crappie spawning and becoming more active in our desert
lakes to the mountains thawing out and giving us access to our favorite trout lakes and streams, it's a
great time to be a fly fisher in Arizona.
While I was unable to join you for the Point of Pines outing, I have heard the weather and fishing
were good and a great time was had by all. While I have not had the opportunity to get up north yet, I
have been hitting the lakes around my house after work to see what I can get to bite. So far I've gotten
into some good sized bluegills and small bass. The carp I've seen are still ignoring me, but I've got all
summer to figure that puzzle out. If you can't get up to the mountains, these lakes are a great way to get
a quick fix in. I even spent one evening fishing a golf course lake next to one of the employees. While
I'm certainly not advocating trespassing, you never know what you might get from simply asking.
Now may also be the time to fish the Salt River. The flows are supposed to be increased around May
7th for the summer, and some of the holes fish are currently hanging in may not be around for much
longer. There's one particular spot near the Phon D Sutton access that I've seen some nice bass in. I'm
looking forward to seeing if I can squeeze it in on a coming Friday.
This month we have Lorraine Avenetti from Game and Fish coming to speak to us. She's a research
biologist who has done just about everything for AZGF, but is a sport fisheries biologist who has a particular love of native trout.
Our outing for the month is to the Rim Lakes and is hosted by Gentry Smith and Tom Horvath. We'll
be at the Ponderosa Campground (directions will be provided) on May 19th – May 22nd. Bring all your
favorite Rim Lakes trout flies and be prepared to have a good time!
Have a good month, get out and enjoy the last of the spring weather and I'll see you at the May meeting!
Tight lines,
Mike

Trout Bums talkin' to Trout Bums...
Hey talkin' about Trout Bums...See below a note from one of our Oregon Trout Bums...Somewhere along the way he contacted me
after reviewing either our web site or one of our hard hitting newsletters. In turn I passed on the info to some of you on the DFC
board...and inturn thanks to some of you Grant got some much needed answers. It's always nice to see we reach out to our fellow
fisher people like this. Thanks! R. McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor and Head Wrangler of Stuff.

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

I would like to profusely thank you and the members of Desert Flycasters for their willingness to help me learn
about fly fishing In the Sea of Cortez.
Within 24 hours of you posting my request for help, Vince, Joe, and Tom replied with a great deal of information and subsequent answers to my other questions. They even invited me to join Desert Flycasters in
their November outing to rocky point and perhaps join them at other times when I finally get situated at El
Golfo next winter.
It is exciting to learn that there are other flyfishing addicts like myself that are willing to share their skills
and "honey holes" with people they don't even know. You must have a fun group of flyfishermen in your club.
I am sorry that I live too far away and can't participate in your activites amd meetings.
My home club, Indianhead Flyfishers of Weiser Idaho is centered around the lower Snake River Valley of
SW Idaho and Eastern Oregon, where we fish for trout, Steelhead, bass,and Crappie in a myriad of rivers,
reservoirs and lakes ranging from 2000 to 10000 feet in elevation.
I would like to invite your members to reciprocate if they are ever planning a trip to my area. I owe You!
Grant Baugh
Ontario, Oregon

DFC MAY 2011 PROGRAM...
Lorraine Avenetti is a research biologist for Game and Fish and will be our featured speaker for May.

She'll be talking about the various projects she's working on, some Native Trout stuff and how our license
dollars are used to the benefit of us all. Come early and talk fishin'. There's lots of good club trips in the next
few months- so stay in touch with you're fellow DFC Trout Bums...See ya at the meeting!

LEAVE ONLY FOOTPRINTS BEHIND WHEN WALKING THE PATHWAYS OF OUR ARIZONA ENVIRONMENT
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GOOD PLAN, GOOD FISHING

By Vince Deadmond

Sometimes it happens, the plan works, just as good, or better than you envisioned. My return to
Reno, NV and fishing Pyramid Lake was better than I could have imagined. Our group of seven
fishers hit the Pyramid beaches with fly rods in hand, four wheel drives, and step ladders, like a well
organized military assault mission. We met our goal of catching fish, catching big fish, and getting
some pictures. We took no prisoners, all fish were released, mission accomplished.
Pyramid Lake is a good fishery fall, winter, and spring with April being the best month to fish. Dave
Weaver, Joe Staller, and I left the metro Phoenix area during the 5 PM rush hour traffic and arrived
at Sand Hole beach 13 hours later. There is not much interstate driving between here and the lake.
Itʼs a huge lake, about 170 square miles, and can be reached off of highway 445, thirty miles north
of Reno, NV. All of the lake is on the Paiute Reservation so a tribal fishing license is all you need.
The permits are 9 dollars a day or 75 dollars per season. Artificial-only (lures or flies), and barbless
hooks are required. I was told that the Rangers do check. This lake often pops up on someoneʼs “Top
10 Lakes to fish for trophy trout list.” I donʼt think you would get any argument from any of the guys
that fished it this trip.
Our only diversion from our fishing was when we drove into Reno to pick up Joeʼs long time
fishing buddy, Lee McKenna, at the airport. We were back at the lake at daybreak the next day, and
started to settle in catching fish. Phil Click, David Hwang, and Gentry Smith got a later start than we
did and they arrived at 2 PM. We fished until dark before we headed to Crosbyʼs Lodge where we
were all staying. The accommodations were similar to Leeʼs Ferry, basic, but much better than tent
camping. Members of the group took turns cooking the evening meals, and everyone was responsible
for their own breakfast and lunch. The group was focused on fishing, and had no problem being on
the water at sunrise and fishing until sunset.
I found the fishing to my liking, it was similar to saltwater fishing. Large body of water, nothing
in the way of your back cast, (except other fly fishers, sorry Gentry I didnʼt see you) nothing in the
water to fowl your hook, and the fish were big and strong. I think the fishing from shore is just as
good as fishing from a boat. One of the strange things about this lake is the use of step ladders. The
lake has a gradual decent with some drop offs or ledges where the fish seem to travel. Standing on
step ladders will help you to see the drop offs, and help you get more fly line off the water. Some
times you need to cast 60 feet, other times the ledge was close, and we took fish just off of the rod tip.
Similar to other saltwater situations the fish would arrive in a group, and all seem to leave at once.
The fishing was better when the wind and waves stirred up the bugs on the bottom. Wind, cold, nasty
weather was good for fish catching. Another observation, when one of us caught a fish, the guy next
to the person who caught a fish would crowd in closer to the hooked fish and usually pick up a fish.
Joe “The Mooch” Staller perfected this technique. Locals were friendly and offered suggestions when
asked. The atmosphere was beach party and you could have a good time here if you werecatching
fish or not. When the catching slowed, I was afraid that the lack of sleep would cause me to doze on
my ladder, and the next thing I would be bouncing my head on the rungs of the ladder. It would be
difficult to explain how I got carp lips on a fishing trip.
My personal best fish came during a bit of a lull. The weather was too nice, it was calm, and several of the guys had gone to the truck for lunch. I was fishing nymphs under a strike indicator when
a heavier fish hit. I had already caught some 3, 4, and 5 pound fish and I was getting used to horsing
them in, but this fish was different. I was making very little progress, this was a really good fish, or
I had fowl hooked a fish. After a certain amount of grief from the “Peanut Gallery”, and 15 minutes
into the battle, the big fish came into view. People started to get excited. It was a big fish! Anyone got
a big net? It took another 15 minutes to net the fish, weigh the fish, and get a bunch of photos. Since
the fish was over 10 pounds we rushed it to Crosbyʼs for the official weight and measurement. On the
official scale the fish weighed 11 pounds 4 ounces, and measured 30 1/2 inches. Joe Staller and I then
rushed the fish out the door and to the lake to revive it. After 25 minutes the fish swam away and I am
glad to say, that fish is still in the gene pool.
Pyramid Lake Notebook. When: Fall, Winter, and Spring, the Summers are closed to protect the
fish. Where: The closest large city is Reno/Sparks with many hotel/casinos but that is 30 miles from
lake. Sutcliffe a small town right on the lake, and our fishing headquarters was Crosbyʼs Lodge,
http://crosbylodgepyramidlake.com 775 476 0400. Appropriate gear: 6-to-8 wt. rods, an assortment
of floating, sinking, and sink tip lines would be good to have. Six foot heavy leaders with 2x tippet
for the strike indicator rig and the same set up for stripping streamers. Useful fly patterns: The classic
black Wooly Bugger with a red tail, and the Olive Semi Seal Leach, worked for my streamer patterns
in a size 4. My nymphs were size 8-12, blue and red Copper Johns were my favorites, and I had good
luck with a blue bodied black backed foam beetle. Necessary accessories: Layers of warm clothing,
dry extra gloves, waders, hat with ear covering, sun block, sunglasses, step ladder, duct tape, and hot
coffee. License: $9 per day, $75 per season. Fly shops: Desert Sportsman 10050 N Scottsdale Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ - Kevin Krai is the man to talk to about Pyramid Lake 480 368 9280. Books: Terry
Barronʼs, “No Nonsense Guide to Fly Fishing Pyramid Lake”, is a good place to start your Pyramid
Lake fishing plan.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N Apache
Trail Apache Junction, AZ and at vince@ajbest.com also at 480 982 7461.
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Mogollon Rim Outing

Dates: Thursday May 19 - Sunday May 22
Hosts:
Tom Horvath • mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com • Mobile: (602) 768-7280
Gentry Smith: • design@gentrysmith.com • Mobile: (480) 213-0372

Location: Ponderosa Campground – Group Site GR-F

Directions: From Payson travel east on AZ- 260 for 15 miles to the campground turnoff on your right
(south side of the road). • Campground sign is visible before campground entrance.

Fees: $12 per night, per car (Please, pay Tom or Gentry at the next club meeting)

Elevation: 5660’ • Temperature: Expect high 70's & low 40's *
* Check weather forecast for Forest Lakes and Payson at www.weather.com
Facilities:
Non-Electric Group Camping Facility, Paved Access, Restrooms,
Drinking Water, Picnic Tables, Group Fire Ring, Dumpsters.
There are also hot showers available nearby at Canyon Point Campground,
located 5-miles east of Willow Springs Lake. Showers are $5 per use.
Lakes: Willow Springs and Woods Canyon - Both have paved access
and are easily accessible. Woods Canyon has general store and boat rentals.
Streams: Tonto Creek, Canyon Creek, Christopher Creek…
Fish: Rainbows, Browns most locations - Bass and Sunfish available at Willow Springs
Rods: 3-5 weight fly rods are ideal
Lines: Floating & Sinking (Intermediate or Type II)
Flies: Typical Arizona Mountain Lake Patterns: Simi-Seals, Peacock Ladies, Sunrise Specials, Zug Bugs, Buggers,
Nymphs, Damsels, Emergers, Midges and assorted Dry Flies
The club will host a group dinner on Saturday night.
The club will provide the main dish, please bring a side or desert to share - Thanks!
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Intermediate Fly Tying
Crease Flies

Crease flies are use for bass and salt water applications. We will
explore how to prepare the foam, some methods of finishing the
flies and how to fish them.
Date: May 25, 2011 (fourth Wednesday of the month)
Location: 4131 E. Wood Street (Cross streets Broadway and 40th Street)
Time: 6:30pm to 9:00pm
Contact: Tom Horvath 602.768.7280
Bring your tools or give me a heads-up if you need them and materials provided by DFC.
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The White Mountain Extravaganza 2011

The warm weather is upon us and that means it’s time to start heading north for the White Mountains Extravaganza. This year’s outing is scheduled for June 16-19 and I am certainly hoping many
of you will be able to make the trip. We’ve already got 37 people and TWO dogs signed up. As in
most past years, we have reserved the group site at Winn Campground. Winn is a very nice campground with plenty of room for campers, RVs and all the tents you can handle. Bring the friends and
family and let’s have a great time in the White Mountains. ONE more Dog and we’ll have a Three
Dog Night!!

So here are the details…..
When: June 16-19, 2011. That’s right; we have the group site Thur night - Sat night.
Where: Winn Campground group site on State Rt 273. Apache Sitgreaves National Forest.
Cost: $16 per night per spot. That means you and your family or travel partners.
Winn campground is on Hwy 273 between Sunrise Lake and Big Lake. Just head up Hwy 87 to
Payson and then on 260 through Pinetop until you get to 273. The campground is at 9,350 elevation, so be sure to bring jackets and sweaters even though it is mid June. It can still get a little chilly
at night. But hey, that what a good campfire is for.
Fishing in the area should be good this time of year. There are tons of different opportunities in
the area. The closest lake is Lee Valley Reservoir just across the road from the campground. Crescent
Lake, Big Lake are on the National forest. There is also lots of stream fishing close by as well. The East
Fork and West Fork of Black River are very close and offer some great small stream fishing. Within a
five to thirty minute drive, you will find that you have lots of fishing available.
The White Mountain Apache reservation is also a short drive away. The reservation holds some
of the best trout waters in the state. Nearby lakes include Reservation Lake, Drift fence, Pacheta,
Sunrise, Horseshoe Cienega, Bog Tank, A-1 and Hawley lakes. The fee for fishing any of these lakes
is $8.00 per day. That is not per lake, but for your whole day on any of them. There are two special
use lakes; Earl Park $10.00 per day and Christmas Tree lake $25 per day. If you have a Christmas Tree
permit, you can fish any of the other lakes. If you have an Earl park permit, you can fish anything
except Christmas Tree. We’ll confirm all these prices before the June Newsletter and meeting. You
are not required to have a boat permit for float tubes or pontoons unless they have a motor. The
tribe does require that you have a personal floatation device with you on your watercraft. And they
Do Check! Probably a good idea anyway. That water is cold!
As for equipment needed: A three through six weight rod is ideal for most of the lakes. If you are
fishing some of the smaller streams in the area, a smaller rod would do well as you would expect.
Leaders and tippets in three through six will work just fine also. For the lakes, if you have a float tube
or pontoon, you will have great access to all the water you care to fish. If you are in need, be sure to
speak up or post something on the website. There are lots of us with extra equipment that we can
let club members borrow.
Moving onto the food. As usual, we are fortunate to have Mark Lucht on the outing. Mark has
become famous for the Crawdad boil on Saturday night, or the “Most Dangerous Catch” as it has
become known. You won’t want to be too far away when he dumps that pot of Crawdads, corn,
taters, onions and spices onto the table and everyone digs in. Just about the same time, the annual
chili cook is also done. Let’s talk about the chili. Only really two rules. Bring enough to feed your
crew, and NO CANNED CHILI! We dump it all in a big pot and it somehow ALWAYS tastes really good
every year. Also don’t forget to bring the usual salad, side dish or desert to share with the rest of
the group. As usual, the club will have lots of plates, bowls and utensils and fixings to go along with
dinner.
Dinner time: Let us not forget that this is a fishing club and we are on a fishing trip. When is some
of the best fishing? Just about dinner time. However, to not get too crazy, we will eat at the same
time as last year. Last year we actually ate about 6:00. If you are in early, feel free to start the social
hour a little early with some hors d'oeuvres and a beverage. These times should give most of us the
chance to fish and not miss out on the great social aspects of the club.
Well we could go on forever, but really you’re just going to have to show up and have a great time!
See you in at the outing.

Host: Joe Miller - jam@prairietriz.com , mobile – 928-978-1315.
JUNE 2011 DFC OUTING - White Mountains
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CONSERVATION-2011
Notes from Bob Harrison's desk...
Harrn7963@aol.com

It is fishing season. Did you make those vacation plans? Do you have your list of
places to fish planned out for the year? If so, take along a little bleach to disinfect
your waders, wading shoes and gear before moving from body of water to another? I located information on disinfecting that will give a starting point for doing
your part in stopping inadvertent transfers.

Disinfection Techniques for Fishing and Boating Equipment
If your boating and fishing equipment cannot be dried before its use in another body of water, it must be disinfected. Disinfection recommendations vary depending on the type of equipment and disease of concern. Be particularly aware of bilge areas, livewells and baitwells in boats.
These areas are difficult to dry and can harbor invasive species.
Effective disinfection techniques include:
Hot Water: Soak equipment in water kept above 140°F (hotter than most tap water) for one minute or for 20 minutes in water that is at least
110°F. Note that hot water can delaminate Gore-Tex® fabric and damage other sensitive clothing items. Household steamers may also be
used for disinfection by exposing equipment to steam for 1 minute. Commercial hot-water car washes are effective for disinfecting boats and
vehicles.
Bleach: Soak or spray equipment for at least one minute with a 2% bleach solution (3 ounces of household bleach mixed with 1 gallon of water). If whirling disease is suspected, a 10% solution should be used (13 ounces of household bleach mixed with 1 gallon of water). Note that
bleach is an extremely effective disinfection agent, but it is a caustic substance that can be corrosive to aluminum and other sensitive fishing
and boating equipment.
Cleaning Agents: Of the materials traditionally used to disinfect for human or animal health purposes, quaternary ammonium compounds have
been found to be effective in controlling fish viruses and pathogens, including whirling disease. Commercial formulations, such as Parvasol®
and Kennelsol®, are available through laboratory or veterinary supply companies. Household cleansers/disinfectants, such as Formula 409®
and Fantastic®, that contain the quaternary ammonium compound alkyl dimethyl benzyl ammonium chloride can also be used to disinfect
equipment. These solutions can be used full strength as a spray, or diluted for soaking with 2 parts water to 1 part disinfectant. For all materials, follow label instructions and be sure to soak equipment for a minimum of 10 minutes. Be sure to dispose of materials away from surface
waters in accordance with label restrictions.
Courtesy of New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.
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Bamboo
Rods
for
Small
Streams
By
Ron Barch

Hastings, MI
For Ron's bamboo rod info go to:
http://www.aldercreekrods.com/
Books: Best of The Planing Form visit:
http://www.aldercreekpublishing.com

EDITORS NOTE: I've had many fly fisher
people ask me about the bamboo rod I fish
with over the years, and have found that many
of you have run across these same bamboo
rods stuck under the rafters of a loved ones
farm house. They in turn have no idea what to
do with the rod, since it's an "old bamboo." I
thought this article would help a bit, knowing
these rods have a life of their own. Ron Barch
mentions some of the famous names tied into
the bamboo industry. And, I hope if you see
one of these names on that "old rod," you'll
take the time to touch base with a rod maker
to find out more of what you might have. They
are in some cases a part of history that still
need some more love and tender care.
Also, by chance if you’re into wanting to
know more, or want to own a bamboo rod, a
rod maker of today can create that "name" rod
exactly as those famous rod makers of years
ago...and, yes, you too will have a gem....a
honey to fish on small streams. But, don’t
store it in the rafters...go fish and enjoy being
close to nature.
This is the 2nd article from my old pal and
fishing buddy, Ron Barch. All dedicated to the
fine art of bamboo rods...Many thanks Ron!
Robert McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor and
Head Wrangler of Stuff.

One of the nice things about being a rod maker is that I can make a rod for specific types of water and fishing situations. By not having to buy off the rack I can tailor a rod design or choose a taper based on need not
availability. As a resident of Southwest Michigan the majority of my angling takes place on small streams,
waters defined by tight quarters and selective trout. The Midwest’s big three, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota are blessed with hundreds of miles of rivers and creeks which fall into this category. Forty years ago
I caught my first trout in just such a stream and though my thoughts on fly patterns and techniques haven’t
changed much my choice of rods have! When it comes to choosing a fly rod for small streams I have some
definite tastes, some specific requirements that help make my time on the water just a little more rewarding.
Before we take a look at specific materials, designs and rod makers I think it’s important to explain what
a good small stream rod is or more importantly what it should accomplish. First of all because of the varying conditions found on small streams, every thing from jump across cedar swamp creeks to larger meadow
streams, a good small stream rod should cast a short line as well as toss the fly out there a ways. I’d call
a short cast a rod’s length of line plus a 7-9 foot tapered leader. Long distances on typical smaller streams
are from 35-45 feet, that’s a good toss in anybodies book. By the way any good rod should do everything in
between long and short. It’s important that a rod work off the tip, flex into to the middle and bend in the butt
for those power casts.
In terms of rod lengths for small water I prefer 6’3” to 7 feet give or take a few inches. Watch out for rods
less than 6 feet long as they are difficult to cast and really not for us mere mortals. Line weights are also an
important consideration and I will state emphatically that I am not a fan of light lines; they just manage to
kill fish. Rods designed to carry 1, 2 and some 3 weight lines do not have the backbone to land fair sized fish
quickly and efficiently. If you are into downsized fish then use downsized lines. For my money I'll stick with
4 and 5 wt. lines and extend my leader and lighten my tippet for the really fussy feeders.
A good small stream rod feels light in the hand, balancing well enough to be almost unnoticeable while
stalking a fish. Another very important consideration is the material the blank is made of. Good rods should
be able to absorb the shock of a violent strike and protect fine tippets, (all the way down to 8X, no fooling I
have witnessed good cane rods land hefty fish on 8X.) Quality fiberglass, early grey graphite, IM6 graphite
as well as split bamboo can all accomplish this, with my vote going to split bamboo as the superior material.
Fortunately for today’s angler there were classic split bamboo rod makers who created just what the small
stream angler needs, so let’s take a look at some of them.
When I think of classic Midwest rod makers two of the most famous immediately come to mind, Paul
Young and Lyle Dickerson. Both were from Michigan, spent time in the Detroit area and finished their careers “Up North” close to the trout streams they loved. Both craftsmen exhibited true genius by being able
to design and make rods for a wide range of water types and fishing situations. To the angling world’s good
fortune many examples of Young and Dickerson rods are still around for modern rod makers to measure and
recreate.
When searching for or ordering a custom small stream cane rod Paul Young’s Midge and Driggs River
designs would be hard to beat. Both rods have the spunk to land larger fish in tight quarters and are a joy to
cast. Paul Young designed the rods specifically for Midwest streams and his unique compound tapers can be
successfully reproduced by today’s competent cane rod makers. If I had to choose between the Midge and
the Driggs tapers I’d favor the 7’2” 4/5 wt. Driggs River. It’s about as versatile a small stream rod as one
would want. I have crafted rods designed on this taper and fished them for years in places as diverse as The
Beaverkill, Spruce Creek and Free Stone streams of The Adirondacks. The Driggs rod has always did what
I asked of it. On the other hand if the majority of your fishing is with small flies, size 18-22 then the Midge
measuring 6’3” and taking a 4 wt. line would be, I believe, the better choice.
Lyle Dickerson is best known for the powerhouses he created in cane like his Guide’s Special and his
smaller 8013 model (8ft. 13/64ths ferrule). Dickerson made fast, stiff fly rods and had the ability to transfer
these qualities to his line of lighter and shorter rods. My experience with Dickerson tapers is limited but the
#7011 Dickerson reproduction I cast last summer near Lovells Michigan was a beauty. If quick, powerful
rods are to your liking then take a close look at The Dickerson designs. Other small rods by Dickerson are his
6611, 6’6” 4 wt. and the delicate #7012, 7’ 4wt. Jack Howells in his well respected book “The Lovely Reed”
describes the Dickerson tapers quite nicely and his comments are well worth considering.
Young and Dickerson designs are as different as night and day. Young designs allowed for lighter butt
dimensions with heftier mid sections. Lyle Dickerson liked to place the power near the grip and utilized the
traditional “swelled butt” design often seen in Eastern rod designs.
The choice is up to you, some guys prefer blondes while others wink at brunettes.
To wrap things up I’d like to leave you with two other styles of small stream rods to consider. Everett
Garrison and Jim Payne were Eastern rod makers in the same vein as Young and Dickerson. As master craftsmen and rod designers of equal, if not more importance, they created some lovely small stream rods suitable
for Midwest streams. For the sake of comparison Garrison is to Payne as Young is to Dickerson. Just as Paul
Young is noted for his parabolic tapers, Everett Garrison also gained fame for creating elegant semi parabolic
rods. Payne, like Dickerson made the most of the swelled butt concept.
If smooth yet authoritative describes the style of small stream rod you are looking for then the Garrison
193, 6’9” 4wt. model 201, 7’ 4wt. or 202 or 202 E 7” 5wt. are good examples of small stream fly rods. A day
of fishing with one of Mr. Garrison’s smaller rods is pure pleasure, whether you catch a fish or not! If you are
searching for what I’d call a gentleman’s rod then choose Garrison’s 7’4 wt. model 201. The 201 whether on
the stream or lawn casting after work is a real stress reliever?
Rods designed by Jim Payne are quicker than but just as smooth as a Garrison. For fast dry fly action I
really like the Payne model 97 and 98, with the 98 having a faster action. They are both 7 foot rods taking
4 wt lines. On occasion I use a 5wt. line on the model 98 if casting in close quarters. The model 97 has a
moderate dry fly action but if you want a firecracker, a rod action that goes POW! The 98 is for you. It’s one
of my favorite dry fly rod designs.
...continued on back page (page 8)

Programs- OPEN
Library
Gentry Smith
Retail - Larry Kivela
Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)
Education
John Mayer & Charlie Rosser
Conservation- Bob Harrison
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Videos & Books- Gentry Smith
Raffles- Don Morgan
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large- Doc Nickel
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

Hosts:
Tom Horvath                                
Gentry Smith    
mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com                  
design@gentrysmith.com
Mobile: (602) 768-7280                                     
  
Mobile: (480) 213-0372
Cost: $12 per night, per car (Please pay Tom or Gentry)

The 2011 White Mountains Extravaganza,
Thursday June 16th through Sunday 19th
Come and Challenge Vince for the White Mountain Liars Club Title!!!!

Host: Joe Miller, jam@prairietriz.com

continued...Bamboo Rods for Small Streams
The original cosmetics, (hardware and thread wraps), used by the four rod makers were most often understated, nothing too fancy. A Garrison like the Dickerson rods was made with blonde blanks while Young flamed
his cane achieving a dark mottled effect. Similarly Payne rods were toned to a rich shade of brown. Modern rod
makers can effectively reproduce both the look and action of these and other classic rod designs. Prices for the
original rods are high, starting in the two thousand dollar range with some rods double or even triple the cost.
Fortunately experienced modern rod makers, craftsmen are able to accurately reproduce classic Midwest tapers
for a much lower cost. If price tags are an important consideration then find one of the many semi professional
rod makers now on the scene. Their work is often excellent but make sure to get references. If they haven’t
made enough rods to provide adequate references then I’d be very cautious.
In conclusion, if your style or inclination requires a fast action rod the Dickerson and Payne designs are sound
choices. The Young and Garrison tapers, while not necessarily slower, are rather a bit more moderate in action.
Now I’ll stick my neck out! If I had to choose a rod specifically for small Midwestern streams I’d select Young
rods first and the Garrison designs for those times I wanted a relaxed day on the stream. But like shotguns, boats
and bird dogs, one should never be asked or expected to choose just one! See you on the stream.
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